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Dempsey compounds Liverpool grievance 
Fulham 1 Liverpool 0 
Liverpool's run of six successive away victories came to a cruel end last night 
when Clint Dempsey struck near the finish of a hard-fought contest in which 
Kenny Dalglish's team felt aggrieved to be reduced to ten men. 
The turning point at Craven Cottage was undoubtedly when Jay Spearing was 
dismissed by Kevin Friend, the referee, for a tackle in which he won the ball, albeit 
by jumping in wildly. The visiting team had enjoyed the lion's share of the chances 
until that point but could not hold on for a point against Martin Jol's side after 
their rivals for a top-four place in the Barclays Premier League won at the 
weekend. Dalglish made five changes from the team who won in the Carling Cup 
at Stamford Bridge last week but Andy Carroll was retained, meaning there would 
be no place in the starting lineup for Maxi Rodriguez or Dirk Kuyt. 
Rodriguez has pedigree at Craven Cottage, having scored a hat-trick in the fixture 
last season, yet Craig Bellamy was the preferred support for Luis Suarez and 
Carroll, with the Wales player stationed wide on the right. 
The test of Dalglish's squad was how they would cope without Lucas Leiva, the 
Brazil midfield player and arguably their player of the campaign so far, after his 
serious knee injury. It was the task of Spearing to protect the Premier League's 
meanest defence. 
Only 12 goals had been conceded by Dalglish's side before last night, and they 
were facing a Fulham team struggling to find the net but the home side created 
chances and tested Pepe Reina during an open start to the game. 
Mousa Dembele had the clearest chance after six minutes, following a move he 
started by feeding Bobby Zamora with a pass. The ball was worked to Bryan Ruiz, 
who found Dembele racing through, but Reina rushed out and blocked the finish 
with his legs. Reina was also called into action when Dembele angled a drive 
towards the bottom corner, and after Clint Dempsey turned and volleyed from 
the edge of the penalty area. 
At the other end, Charlie Adam saw a volley blocked, while Carroll was on the end 
of a cross by Suarez, but Mark Schwarzer was equal to his volley. 
Bellamy's tussle with John Arne Riise provided a sub-plot. The Wales forward 
shuttled up the right flank to support defence and attack. Riise, with whom 
Bellamy had an infamous clash involving a golf club when the pair were at Anfield, 
was often in his way and with one tackle was fortunate to escape a yellow card. 
Old rivalries surfaced when argued for a corner after Suarez went wide from the 
edge of the area. Riise rolled his eyes at his former team-mate as he received an 
earful. It was from the opposite flank that Liverpool struck the post just before 
the half-hour mark. Jordan Henderson carried the ball past his opponent and 
produced an impish toe-poke as defenders closed in, with the finish beating 
Schwarzer but bouncing off the post. 
Liverpool were starting to look the more threatening and it took a lastgasp tackle 
from Brede Hangeland to deny Carroll when he was found again by Suarez after a 
powerful run. But Fulham also threatened before the interval through Dempsey. 
The United States midfield player went wide with one effort and forced Reina to 
save with another, both from the outside the penalty area. 
Bellamy's ability to aggravate surfaced again three minutes after the interval with 
a trip on Dempsey, who reacted by going forehead-to-forehead with his 
opponent. It earned them both a yellow card from Kevin Friend, the referee. 
Friend was also in the thick of the action when Suarez went down in the penalty 
area as he tried to bypass Hangeland. With the help is his assistant, a free kick 
was given against Liverpool and Suarez was accused of "cheating" by the home 
supporters. Adam had a chance for the visiting team, driving forward but having 
his run ended by Philippe Senderos.Liverpool claimed a penalty, Friend awarded a 
free kick just outside the area. They went close again when Glen Johnson, the 
right back, slid Bellamy through but he got his angle wrong and screwed his finish 
wide. But Liverpool needed to play the final 18 minutes of the game with ten men 
after Spearing's dismissal. The 23-year-old cleared the ball with his tackle on 
Dembele but his followthrough sent his opponent into the air, with Friend issuing 
a straight red card despite protests. 
Encouraged by having an extra man, Dempsey struck the crossbar with a curling 
effort from the edge of the area that had Reina beaten. The Spain goalkeeper was 
also forced to save when Riise's cross was met by Dembele with a drive. 
Stewart Downing came off the bench and struck the post for Liverpool with a 
long-range effort as both teams chased victory. Dempsey's moment came with 
five minutes remaining, tapping home after Reina had failed to hold onto Danny 
Murphy's drive. 
Fulham (4-4-1-1): M Schwarzer - S Kelly, B Hangeland, P Senderos, J A Riise - B 
Ruiz, D Murphy (sub: M Gecov, 90min), D Etuhu, C Dempsey - M Dembele - R 
Zamora (sub: A Johnson, 71). 
Substitutes not used: N Etheridge, P Kasami, A Hughes, K Frei, M Briggs. 
Booked: Dembele, Dempsey, Senderos. 
Liverpool (4-1-2-3): J M Reina - G Johnson, D Agger, M Skrtel, J Enrique - J 
Spearing - J Henderson, C Adam - C Bellamy (sub: S Downing, 77), A Carroll (sub: D 
Kuyt, 77) L Suarez. 
Substitutes not used: Doni, M Rodriguez, S Coates, J Carragher, M Kelly. 
Booked: Bellamy. 
Sent off: Spearing. 
Referee: K Friend. 
 

 

 
Dempsey delivers for Fulham after Spearing sees red 
A hard-fought match was settled by miscalculation. The Liverpool goalkeeper, 
Pepe Reina, mishandled Danny Murphy's attempt in the 85th minute and Clint 
Dempsey knocked home the loose ball for the only goal. The errors had started 
long before that, though, and the referee, Kevin Friend, will endure complaints 
about players who might have had a second yellow shown to them. 
The one man to be sent off was Liverpool's Jay Spearing. He was dismissed for an 
uncontrolled challenge on the forward Moussa Dembele after 72 minutes. 
Although the midfielder made contact with the ball as well there was an 
uncontrolled tone to the attempt that risks punishment in modern football. 
Kenny Dalglish's side had polish and, on occasion, command but could not 
capitalise. Martin Jol's team, with this win, will feel even more confident of pulling 
away from relegation fears. Before this match there had been a single Fulham 
Premier League victory here and, although that 6-0 rout of Queens Park Rangers 
might have been cherished by supporters, Jol's squad need the sort of consistency 
on the domestic front shown in the Europa League, where they are on the verge 
of progressing from the group phase. 
There was endeavour here from hosts and visitors alike in a match inclined 
towards adventure, even if goals hardly flowed despite the early attacks. With six 
minutes gone Bryan Ruiz had fed Dembele, with the striker's effort blocked by 
Reina. Dalglish's team had every intention of responding with their three-man 
attack but openings were scarce. 
It is easy to understand why they had notched just 17 league goals before this 
fixture. Liverpool have only domestic matters to concern them and, although that 
could help them concentrate on rebuilding their status, it makes life a little 
humdrum. Dalglish has still had reason to be encouraged and arrived at Fulham 
with hopes of a fourth consecutive away victory in the league. 
That record looked less surprising when Jordan Henderson cut in from the left to 
bend a shot that came off the inside of a post before rolling along the line to 
safety in the 28th minute. There has been sorrow over the long-term injury to 
Lucas Leiva but little occurred in the opening 45 minutes to highlight the value of 
the absent defensive midfielder. 
If there was purpose here it owed something to the fact that Fulham do have 
firepower, as they ultimately showed. A tally of 11 goals from half a dozen home 
fixtures in the league before this match spoke of a side with the potential to rise. 
Dempsey's appetite for adventure ran particularly deep. Some attempts were 
dealt with and others ran a little wide but the truly exceptional reaction 
demanded came from Dembele's drive that was pushed to the left by the leaping 
Reina after 17 minutes. It was Liverpool, all the same, who had the greater intent 
to attack, or perhaps just the superior means to do so. The pounds 35m striker 
Andy Carroll had close support from Craig Bellamy and Luis Suarez, yet there were 
no overtones of the last encounter by these sides here, whenLiverpool took a 5-2 
victory in May. 
Liverpool have far to go before the standing of old is regained but there is scope 
to the squad. The task here was to get more menace from the line-up, even if 
they had come close to an opener before the interval. The purposefulness 
of Liverpool was immediately apparent following the interval and so, too, was a 
trace of antagonism, with Bellamy and Dempsey booked after a confrontation. So 
far as the match was concerned, aggressive intent was embodied most 
by Liverpool but Fulham had built an enhanced desire to mount sustained attacks. 
The mood here was heightened, too, when the home fans took exception to what 
seemed a dive by Suarez. It still had the tone of a pseudo-controversy that kept 
onlookers occupied as they waited for some crucial deed in the game. The home 
crowd almost had to endure it but Philippe Senderos fouled Charlie Adam a 
fraction outside the area in the 59th minute. There was a yellow card rather than 
a penalty. 
The match seemed, by mere fractions, to be avoiding critical moments. That was 
not for the want of effort and the boldness discovered by Fulham put the contest 
even more obviously in the balance. Liverpool should have taken the lead in the 
66th minute but Suarez was wrongly deemed offside from Jose Enrique's pass as 
he was neatly taking the ball away from Mark Schwarzer to finish. 
It had been a very tight call for the assistant referee on an occasion when there 
was little to separate the sides until Reina's lapse. 
Fulham 4-4-2 
Schwarzer; Kelly, Senderos *, Hangeland, JA Riise; Ruiz, Murphy (Gecov, 90), 
Etuhu, 
Dempsey *; Dembele *, Zamora (Johnson, 71). 
Subs not used 
Etheridge, Kasami, Hughes, Frei, Briggs. 
Liverpool 4-3-3 
Reina; Johnson, Skrtel, Agger, Jose Enrique; Spearing *, Adam, Henderson; 
Bellamy * (Downing, 77) Carroll 
(Kuyt, 77), Suarez. 
Subs not used 
Doni, Rodriguez, Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
Referee K Friend. 
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KENNY HAS AN OFF NIGHT; Liverpool suffer as Spearing sees red 
Fulham 1 Liverpool 0 
ANOTHER breathless encounter in the Barclays Premier League delivered another 
red card to split opinion withLiverpool's Jay Spearing the man dismissed for an 
aggressive midfield challenge. 
Spearing took the ball cleanly to dispossess Moussa Dembele but followed 
through to catch the Fulham striker on the ankle and spark a familiar scene of 
dispute. 
Referee Kevin Friend did not hesitate to send Spearing off and was surrounded by 
red shirts before order was restored. Fulham took full advantage in the closing 
minutes of a tetchy game and Clint Dempsey hammered home the winner after 
Pepe Reina's error. Liverpool's away form has been impressive. Kenny Dalglish's 
side arrived in London having won their last six on the road, a run which included 
two wins just down the road at Stamford Bridge. 
On their last trip to Chelsea, in the Carling Cup, they lost influential midfielder 
Lucas Leiva to a knee injury which is likely to keep him out for the rest of the 
season. It meant a chance for Spearing to claim a regular midfield place and 
Dalglish started with him anchoring in front of the central defenders. But there 
was no place for Maxi Rodriguez, who likes this part of the world and scored three 
in a 5-2 win here last season. 
Spearing bit sharply into his first tackle of a cold night on the banks of the 
Thames. Fairy lights twinkled on the cottage in the corner of the ground but home 
comfort has been in short supply for Fulham. 
It is more than two months since the 6-0 thrashing of Queens Park Rangers, which 
was the last time Jol saw his team win at home in the Premier League. 
Fulham ought to have seized the initiative in the sixth minute when Bryan Ruiz slid 
a pass into the path of Dembele but the Belgian could not beat Pepe Reina, who 
blocked with his boot. 
Reina made another fine save from Dembele, low to his left, but it 
was Liverpool who dominated a first half played at a healthy tempo, thanks to 
two teams who struck their passes briskly across the surface. 
Craig Bellamy lined up on the right of a three-man Liverpool strike-force which 
put him in direct opposition to John Arne Riise, who he once attacked with a golf 
club during their days together as teammates at Anfield. 
Bellamy began with a purpose, causing Riise problems in a more acceptable 
manner by checking inside and spraying a pass to Charlie Adam, who caught it 
sweetly on the volley with his left foot. 
Stephen Kelly charged down Adam's effort but Fulham were pinned back. Andy 
Carroll fired a wonderful opportunity straight at Mark Schwarzer, who pawed it 
away and the goalkeeper sprawled to his left to keep out a low strike from Adam. 
Jordan Henderson came closer than anyone in the first half with a brilliant run 
and shot. Collecting the ball on the left, the England Under 21 midfielder 
quickened his pace and skipped between Dempsey and Danny Murphy before 
curling the ball towards the far corner. Schwarzer was beaten and relieved to see 
Henderson's shot thud into the post and bounce away to safety. 
Henderson was involved again, moments later, linking up well to produce another 
glimpse of goal for Carroll but this time Brede Hangeland's challenge was enough 
to deny the [pounds sterling]35million forward. 
As Liverpool's missed chances accumulated, Fulham continued to pose a threat on 
the break. Reina was forced into an excellent save from Dempsey, who then 
flashed another 20-yarder wide from the edge of the area before the break. 
The frustration built up and boiled over for Suarez, who took issue with what he 
thought was too much physical attention from Fulham's central defenders, 
Hangeland and Philippe Senderos. 
He took the point up with Kevin Friend, who seemed to respond by encouraging 
the Uruguay striker to try harder to stay on his feet. 
The next time Suarez went to ground, which happened to be from Dembele, 
referee Friend blew for a free-kick. Dembele was furious and kicked the ball away, 
picking up the first booking of the game. 
Suarez was booed back into the dressing room at half-time and tension 
resurfaced within seconds of the restart with a midfield clash between Dempsey 
and Bellamy. 
Dempsey reacted angrily to a challenge from Bellamy, spinning to confront the 
Welshman and snarling in his face. Bellamy pleaded his innocence, wiping his face 
to suggest he had been sprayed during the rant, but both players walked away 
with a booking. 
After another fine save from Schwarzer, this time to deny Luis Enrique, Suarez 
burrowed into the Fulham area once again, fell under an innocuous challenge 
from Murphy and grabbed the ball. 
The officials gave a free-kick to the home team and cries of 'cheat' rang around 
Craven Cottage. 
When Senderos brought down Adam on the edge of the area, referee Friend 
decided the offence had taken place just outside. It was very close. Bellamy's free-
kick took a deflection and flashed wide. 
Spearing's dismissal changed the flow of the game and Fulham profited. Murphy 
cut inside on 85 minutes and shot straight at Reina, whose parry fell to Dempsey 
to lash into the roof of the net. 
 

 

 
Dempsey brings Jol joy on off night for Liverpool 
Fulham 1 Dempsey 85 
Liverpool 0 
Att: 25,688 
A game that took time to come to life ended with Liverpool fuming and Fulham 
celebrating. For a half, this Premier League match meandered like the Thames 
before controversy ensued. When Jay Spearing was dismissed for what Kevin 
Friend deemed a reckless challenge on Mousa Dembele, Fulham seized the 
initiative and the points through Clint Dempsey. 
It was hardly deserved as Liverpool had dominated for long periods yet Andy 
Carroll again failed to impose himself. Luis Suarez attempted to insinuate his way 
behind Fulham's defence. Yet the game revolved around Spearing's tackle on 
Dembele. He was clearly going for the ball but his studs followed through and 
caught the Fulham man; under current edicts, Friend promptly reached for the 
red card. Martin Jol's side poured forward, settling the game when Pepe Reina 
should have done better with a Danny Murphy shot, allowing it to fall to 
Dempsey. Adding to Liverpool's sense of iniquity was the feeling that Dempsey 
should have been dismissed ear&#x2013;lier for an incident with Craig Bellamy. 
Liverpool enjoyed plenty of possession as the game unfolded but still could not 
breach the thick white line protecting Mark Schwarzer's goal. When Liverpool did 
break through, Jordan Henderson cutting in from the left, Fulham were rescued 
by the post. Henderson was pushing on from midfield, which was missing the 
tireless anchoring services of the sadly injured Lucas. Jay Spearing assumed the 
defensive&#x2013;midfield responsibilities while Charlie Adam sought to join 
Henderson in finding a way through. 
Liverpool's three&#x2013;man attack was a blend of broadsword and rapier. 
Andy Carroll tried to muscle his way through the middle, attempting to exploit the 
threaded passes of the quicksilver pair of Suarez and Bellamy, but Fulham stood 
firm. 
The England striker, whose [pounds sterling]35million fee drew occasional ridicule 
from the terrace wags, still managed to conjure up moments of hope before the 
break, including a shot that Schwarzer dealt with well. Adam also tested the 
Australian's reflexes. 
As so often with Liverpool this year, much of their most threatening work flowed 
from the quick feet and mind of Suarez. If he fell to the floor too often for local 
tastes, the Uruguayan still took the frozen breath away with some of his passing. 
Fulham managed some moments to warm their fans on a cold night. 
Mousa Dembele, playing just off Bobby Zamora and occasionally drifting wide, 
was catching the eye with some of his runs, and bringing a good save from Reina. 
The Spaniard also had to deal with a couple of efforts from Dempsey. 
Dempsey lost his temper with Bellamy early in the second half, reacting angrily to 
the Welshman's challenge. It was hardly the most aggressive of tackles, yet 
Dempsey pushed his face alarmingly close to Bellamy's, never the safest of 
actions. Kevin Friend, who had attempted to let the game flow, brought the pair 
together for peace talks. Friend booked both foes. 
Like the on&#x2013;field temperature, the tempo was rising too. Adam swung in 
a corner that Schwarzer punched out. The ball fell to Jose Enrique, who met it 
with that trusty left foot, demanding a strong reaction save from Schwarzer. The 
noise grew, soon dissolving into chants of "cheat, cheat" from the Fulham fans 
when Suarez took the long way round Hangeland, and fell as John Arne Riise 
arrived. The striker looked bemused as he sat on the Thameside tundra, 
beseeching the linesman for a penalty. No joy. 
A good game was breaking out, Fulham contributing in full measure, attacking the 
Hammersmith End with gusto. Riise was lively down the left against his old team. 
Zamora fashioned an opening, but was denied by a superb block from Daniel 
Agger. 
Back came Liverpool, storming down the Putney End, Adam leading the charge. 
Patently brought down in cynical style by Philippe Senderos, Adam fell inside the 
area but Friend ruled the offence just outside. 
It looked on the 18&#x2013;yard line and Liverpool had reason to feel aggrieved 
at not winning a penalty. Their frustration deepened when Bellamy's 
free&#x2013;kick crashed into the wall. 
Controversy then ensued. Spearing went in on Dembele, winning the ball but 
following through and catching the striker. Friend deemed the chal&#x2013;lenge 
reckless and had no hesitation in brandishing the red card.Liverpool were 
incensed, Bellamy leading the protests. Yet the game should soon have been 10 
versus 10. Senderos, already cautioned for bringing down Adam, then clearly 
pulled back Carroll. Friend failed to spot the offence. Fulham were attempting to 
make their numerical advantage count. Stewart Downing gave Liverpoolbrief 
hope, bending a strike on to the Fulham post, before the hosts eventually took 
the lead. Murphy gave his old team real problems down the left, cutting inside 
Glen Johnson and letting fly. Reina failed to hold the ball and there was Dempsey 
playing the poacher form close range. 
Liverpool refused to go quietly. Adam again raced forward, attempting to 
drag Liverpool level but Fulham's backline would not yield. They almost stole a 
second with a late counter but Andrew Johnson fired wide. StillLiverpool refused 
to surrender and Schwarzer needed to resist a late bombardment before the final 
whistle drew a huge roar from the Fulham fans. Jol held his arms aloft. 
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Dalglish left to stew after Spearing red 
It was the tackle that changed the course of the game and Jay Spearing will have 
travelled all the way back to Liverpool last night nursing a sense of injustice that it 
earned him a straight red card. 
For his Liverpool team-mates the consequences were defining: diminished to ten 
men with 18 minutes to play and with their momentum gone they allowed 
Fulham back into a game which, at times, the home side were barely clinging on 
to in the second half. When Clint Dempsey scored the winner with five minutes 
left it was confirmation that this was not to be Liverpool's night. 
It came from a mistake from Pepe Reina, spilling Danny Murphy's shot at the feet 
of Dempsey, that did forLiverpool and the home side, obdurate to the end, took 
their chance. That was not the case for Kenny Dalglish's team who twice struck 
the frame of Mark Schwarzer's goal and had one of those nights when they were 
on the wrong end of a series of marginal decisions. 
First, that sending off for Spearing which Gary Neville described on Sky Sports as 
worthy of an "orange card", by which he meant somewhere between red and 
yellow. You could see his point but, unfortunately for Kevin Friend, the referee, 
that judgement was not at his disposal. Yes, the studs were up from Spearing but 
if that is now an automatic red card then the game really is on the brink of 
outlawing tackling. 
The young Englishman snapped into the challenge on Moussa Dembele with his 
right foot and won the ball cleanly but his momentum carried him studs-up into 
the Fulham man. In Dalglish's time as a player it would barely have merited a 
raised eyebrow; now the raised boot makes referees reach for the red. 
"You need to ask the referee what their interpretation is," Dalglish said. "It is 
frustrating because no one ever tells us what the level of acceptance is. Jay never 
had another thought in his mind but to win the ball, and he did win it." 
Was it a red card? "I am not a referee. Sometimes they have been given, 
sometimes they haven't. As long as they are consistent, it's not a problem. But I 
don't think we were going to get anything tonight, were we? The goal that Luis 
[Suarez] scored could have been either way. Charlie [Adam] could have got a 
penalty when he gets pulled down. It wasn't as well as we have been playing but 
it was enough to win the game." 
Martin Jol saw it a different way. "I have watched it [the foul] from three angles," 
he said. "It was a red card. He [Spearing] could have broken his ankle." 
There were a legitimate number of complaints from Liverpool even if Dalglish was 
not prepared to go into them in detail last night. He was also asked about Suarez 
giving the finger to Fulham fans as he left the pitch but handled that one in fairly 
robust style. "If you show me the picture and I'm convinced that what you're 
saying is true, then I've got a decision to make," he said. "But until you've proved 
it true to me, I'm not going to comment." 
Barracked as a cheat by the home support all night, primarily for a penalty 
decision that was closer than the Fulham fans realised, Suarez snapped and could 
well face another Football Association charge. Dalglish responded to the 
suggestion that his striker was a cheat as "scandalous". "I think it's about time," 
he said, "he got a bit of protection from some people." 
As for the rest of those close calls, they began with a goal scored by Suarez on 66 
minutes from Jose Enrique's pass ruled out for offside. Replays later showed 
Suarez was onside. There was also a clear second booking for Philippe Senderos 
who put an arm across Andy Carroll on 76 minutes that was missed by Friend. 
Senderos' booking, for a foul on Adam, was also a key point in the game. 
The Liverpool midfielder had embarked on a long, driving run that took him to the 
edge of the Fulham area where he was brought down. If Gary Cahill's challenge on 
Scott Parker on Saturday was a denial of an obvious goalscoring opportunity then 
this was, too. There was also a case for Suarez being awarded a penalty when 
Brede Hangeland stepped across his path before the break 
But then Liverpool missed chances, too, and no one more than the ineffective 
Carroll who wasted two put on a plate for him by Suarez in the first half. Jordan 
Henderson chipped a shot against the post and substitute Stewart Downing had 
one pushed on to woodwork by Schwarzer. 
Spearing's red card transformed Fulham. Dempsey hit the bar before finally Reina 
dropped the ball at his feet. The Fulham striker had previously thrust his face into 
that of Craig Bellamy and can count himself quite fortunate that Friend took a 
generous view. That said, Dembele had been excellent for Fulham who move up 
to 13th and can look back on a night when they took their chance. 
Fulham (4-4-2): Schwarzer; Kelly, Hangeland, Senderos, Riise; Ruiz, Murphy 
(Gecov, 90), Etuhu, Demb[c]l[c]; Dempsey, Zamora (Johnson, 71). Substitutes not 
used Etheridge (gk), Kasami, Hughes, Frei, Briggs. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina; Johnson, Agger, Skrtel, Enrique; Spearing, Adam; 
Bellamy (Downing, 77), Henderson, Suarez; Carroll (Kuyt, 77). Substitutes not used 
Doni (gk), Rodriguez, Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
Referee K Friend (Leicestershire). 
 

 

 
 

YOU CAN'T WIN DEM ALL 
Clint ends Reds' away-day run .. 
and the top four looks as far away as ever YET another contest to counter those 
who believe Liverpool are ready for the top four. 
Those wins against Chelsea and Arsenal, along with impressive performances 
against the two Manchester clubs, have flattered to deceive. 
All too often this season the Reds have dropped points against the so-called lesser 
teams. 
And yet again last night, against a side that have won just two of their 13 League 
games this season, 10-manLiverpool slipped up. 
To make matters worse, record-signing Andy Carroll was a passenger, 
contributing so little to the contest that he may as well have not been there. 
Fulham edged the first half. Spurs target Moussa Dembele was unlucky not to 
draw first blood when put through by a superb ball from Bryan Ruiz after just six 
minutes. 
Liverpool could offer only a weak effort from Carroll off a Luis Suarez cutback in 
reply two minutes later. 
Charlie Adam's drive from the edge of the box on 13 minutes was equally 
toothless and easily gathered for Fulham keeper Mark Schwarzer. 
Then Pepe Reina again dived low to keep out a Dembele drive heading for the 
corner. He then flew to his left to beat out a long-range effort from Clint 
Dempsey. 
Victory for the Reds would have seen them go fifth in the table ahead of Arsenal, 
and their recent away form has been exemplary. 
Since a heavy defeat at Tottenham in September, they have won at Brighton, 
Everton, Stoke, West Brom and Chelsea twice - first in the League then in the 
Carling Cup. 
More than that, on their previous trip to Fulham, back in May, Liverpool had 
racked up their biggest win under Kenny Dalglish with a 5-0 wins. 
And when Jordan Henderson surged into the Liverpool box and unleashed a right-
footed drive on 28 minutes that run of impressive form looked set to continue. 
The effort beat Schwarzer but hit the inside of the Fulham post and rebounded to 
safety. 
Instead it was the Cottagers again raising eyebrows. Seven minutes before half 
time, Reina was again called into action to keep out a right-footed effort from 
range from Dempsey. 
Warming to his task on a cold night, the American curled an effort wide a minute 
later. This was most definitely not going according to plan. Dalglish had some 
talking to his players to do at half time. 
The vigour with which the Reds reappeared after the break was more like it. Even 
then Fulham's ex-Red John Arne Riise had an effort cleared off the line eight 
minutes into the second half. 
But Liverpool stuck to their task. 
Philippe Senderos was forced to bring Adam down as the midfielder homed in on 
goal on the hour. Daniel Agger sent a header wide a minute later. And Luis Suarez 
had a goal not given on 67 minutes. 
The Uruguayan had been put through by Jose Enrique and flicked the ball past 
Schwarzer before whacking it in. 
The assistant referee put his flag up but TV replays showed Suarez to be onside. 
A frustrating night worsened for Liverpool when Jay Spearing, in for the injured 
Lucas, was given a straight red card for a foul on Dembele. 
Again, TV replays showed he had reached the ball. However, referee Kevin Friend 
deemed the challenge reckless. With the one-man advantage, Fulham made hay. 
Dempsey curled an effort onto the bar on 80 minutes. Shortly after that he hit 
another straight at the Spanish keeper. 
And then, finally, with six minutes to go, the breakthrough. Danny Murphy's long-
range effort was spilled by Reina and Dempsey stole in to smash it home. 
Fulham deserved the points. Liverpool have work to do. 
FULHAM: Schwarzer 8, Kelly 7, Hangeland 8, Senderos 7, Riise 7, Dempsey 9, 
Murphy 8, Etuhu 7, Ruiz 7, Dembele 8, Zamora 7 (Johnson 70mins). 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 5, Johnson 6, Skrtel 6, Agger 6, Jose Enrique 6, Henderson 6, 
Spearing 7, Adam 7, Bellamy 7 (Downing 77mins), Suarez 6, Carroll 3 (Kuyt 
77mins). 
REF: Kevin Friend (Leicestershire) 
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Jay Spearing sees red as LFC left to rue refereeing decisions 
WITH a Friend like this, who needs enemies? 
This was cruel and controversial in equal measure as Liverpool FC’s 11-game 
unbeaten run was ended in the capital. 
Blaming officials is the oldest trick in the book when it comes to trying to hide 
your side’s deficiencies. 
But referee Kevin Friend and his assistants were no scapegoats. The Leicestershire 
official had a nightmare at Craven Cottage and his array of ludicrous decisions 
ultimately decided this clash. 
The game swung on the dismissal of Jay Spearing 18 minutes from time. His 
challenge on Mousa Dembele was full blooded but it wasn’t malicious or 
dangerous. 
Spearing clearly played the ball before catching Dembele in his follow through. It 
wasn’t even a free-kick but to the Reds’ disgust Friend brandished the red card. 
From a position of dominance Liverpool FC were pushed back on their heels. 
Prior to that Luis Suarez, who was given no protection from Friend all night, was 
wrongly denied his first league goal for two months by a wretched offside 
decision. 
Then Philippe Senderos bizarrely stayed on the pitch after hauling down Andy 
Carroll when he had already been booked. 
Just to rub salt into gaping wounds Pepe Reina’s blunder with five minutes to go 
ensured LFC wouldn’t even have a point to show for their efforts. 
The fact it was Clint Dempsey who gleefully smashed in the rebound grated as the 
American had earlier been lucky to escape with a yellow for thrusting his head 
into Craig Bellamy’s face. 
There will be no club record for successive away wins as a chance to move back 
into the top six was missed. 
Liverpool must dust themselves off and start again when QPR visit Anfield on 
Saturday. 
Amidst all the anger and feelings of injustice, Kenny Dalglish will know there is 
also plenty of room for improvement. 
The fact the Reds weren’t in front before Spearing’s departure was down to a 
familiar problem this season of failing to turn periods of dominance into goals. 
This was a Fulham side who had lost their last two home games to Everton and 
Spurs, and had only won once at Craven Cottage all season. 
However, Martin Jol’s men more than held their own during a first half when the 
Reds failed to establish any real sense of control. 
Dalglish certainly couldn’t be accused of a lack of attacking intent. For the first 
time this season he unleashed a three-pronged attack of Suarez, Carroll and 
Bellamy. 
It was Carroll’s first league start for a month but he didn’t grasp his opportunity 
and remained on the periphery. Chances were snatched at and the £35million 
man was comfortably shackled. 
In contrast Suarez was a constant menace but Friend seemed to give the 
Cottagers’ back four a licence to kick lumps out of him. The striker’s complaints 
only earned him a lengthy lecture from the official for going down too easily. 
The Reds enjoyed a major let-off early on when Bryan Ruiz’s pass picked out 
Dembele’s run into the box. Martin Skrtel was caught napping but Reina was out 
quickly to block the Belgian’s shot. 
Liverpool looked a threat on the counter-attack with Jordan Henderson shining at 
times as part of a central trio. 
Charlie Adam and Suarez combined to tee up Carroll but his sweetly struck shot 
was straight at Mark Schwarzer. 
Adam tested the keeper with a low strike from 20 yards but the Reds caused 
problems of their own as their sloppiness in possession gave the Cottagers 
encouragement. 
They looked vulnerable and Reina was called into action twice in quick succession 
to deny Dembele and then Dempsey. Just before the half hour mark Henderson 
spotted a gaping hole in the Fulham rearguard and charged towards the box 
before unleashing a shot which beat Schwarzer but bounced back off the inside of 
the post. 
Suarez turned creator again before the interval. A lightning turn of pace left 
Stephen Kelly trailing and his pull back found Carroll but he failed to take 
advantage. 
In the second half the Reds raised the bar considerably. 
Jose Enrique’s volley was kept out by Schwarzer and then Martin Skrtel’s shot 
deflected wide. 
Just before the hour Daniel Agger made a vital block as he threw himself in the 
path of Bobby Zamora’s shot and the Reds counter-attacked in numbers. 
Adam led the charge and with options either side of him he advanced to the edge 
of the penalty area where he was cynically chopped down by Senderos. 
Despite howls for a penalty, a free-kick was given and Bellamy’s effort was 
deflected behind by Kelly. 
The Reds continued to press with Johnson finding Bellamy whose shot flew 
narrowly wide of the far post. 

 

Nothing went the visitors’ way. Midway through the second half Suarez brilliantly 
lifted the ball over Schwarzer and fired into the net only for his celebrations to be 
halted by the offside flag. Replays showed that Hangeland was playing him on. 
But that was nothing compared to what followed with disbelief greeting the red 
card shown to Spearing. 
It was cruel on the Academy graduate who had risen to the challenge after being 
asked to fill the void created by Lucas Leiva’s season-ending knee injury. 
Dempsey struck the bar but the Reds continued to fight with substitute Stewart 
Downing striking the woodwork. But they couldn’t hold out. 
Danny Murphy was allowed to get away from Glen Johnson far too easily and 
whip a shot towards the near post. Reina spilled it and Dempsey pounced. 
It was a bitter pill to swallow. 
FULHAM (4-2-3-1): Schwarzer, Kelly, Senderos, Hangeland, Riise, Etuhu, Murphy, 
Dempsey, Dembele, Ruiz, Zamora (Johnson 71). Not used: Etheridge, Kasami, 
Gecov, Hughes, Frei, Briggs. 
BOOKINGS: Fulham: Dembele, Dempsey, Senderos. 
GOALS: Dempsey 85 
LIVERPOOL (4-3-3): Reina, Johnson, Agger, Skrtel, Enrique, Henderson, Spearing, 
Adam, Bellamy (Downing 77), Carroll (Kuyt 77), Suarez. Not used: Doni, Rodriguez, 
Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
LUIS SUAREZ: Caused Fulham countless problems throughout and didn't deserve 
to be on the losing side. 
BOOKINGS: Bellamy. 
RED CARDS: Spearing. 
REFEREE: Kevin Friend. 
ATTENDANCE: 25,688. 
 
 

 
Dempsey downs 10-man Liverpool 
Fulham striker Clint Dempsey struck a late winner as Liverpool's outstanding form 
on the road ended with a controversial 1-0 defeat at Craven Cottage.  
Dempsey stabbed home a long-range 85th-minute shot by Danny Murphy that 
had bounced off the arms of Jose Reina, to secure only Fulham's third Barclays 
Premier League win of the season.  
However, a sense of grievance cloaked Liverpool's night after they were denied a 
strong claim to a penalty and a legitimate goal from Luis Suarez was disallowed 
for offside, before Jay Spearing was shown a straight red card for a challenge on 
Moussa Dembele.  
Philippe Senderos hacked down Charlie Adam with referee Kevin Friend claiming 
the tackle was executed just outside the area in what was a desperately tight call. 
Worse was to come when Suarez produced a brilliant finish after jinking his way 
clear, only for a flag to be raised even though the Uruguay striker was onside.  
The final insult was delivered in the 72nd minute when Spearing, making his first 
Premier League start of the season, was dismissed.  
Spearing, who had replaced knee-injury victim Lucas Leiva in the starting line-up, 
caught Dembele with a sliding challenge, but only after cleanly winning the ball in 
what was a harsh call. 
The killer blow landed with six minutes of normal time remaining, starting with 
Murphy pulling the trigger from well outside the area. 
Reina failed to control the ball and the lurking Dempsey was able to convert from 
close range 
The result denied Liverpool a record-equalling seventh successive away win in all 
competitions as they endured their first defeat in 12 games. 
They dominated long spells of the game and were unlucky not to snatch a last-
gasp point when Fulham keeper Mark Schwarzer produced a stunning save to tip 
substitute Stewart Downing's shot on to the left-hand post in a frantic climax. 
 
 
 


